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Support Information


Email: support@powerplan.com

Portal: communities.powerplan.com

US: 1-888-725-0158

Canada: 1-888-291-8633
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Job Opportunities


We seek talented, creative individuals who are looking for dynamic, challenging and rewarding career opportunities.

See PowerPlan Careers
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Empowering companies

that power the world™


Asset intensive organizations require software that not only stays ahead of accelerating tax and regulatory changes, but optimizes compliance, strategic decision making and financial performance. Find out how PowerPlan can help you solve your most complex financial challenges.
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							ELEVATE 2025


When: March 23 - 25, 2025

Details: InterContinental Buckhead | Atlanta, GA
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Select a department to learn more:Entire Organization
Executive
Regulatory
Tax
Accounting
Operations
FP&A




Unlock the full financial power of your assets

More than a financial solution, PowerPlan is a powerful system that enables companies to combine granular financial and operational asset data from every corner of the organization into a unique view for each stakeholder, enabling not just the creation of optimized departmental strategies but for the entire organization.

	Mitigate compliance risk by applying complex tax and industry specific regulatory requirements to your consolidated, auditable set of financial books.
	Develop defensible, strategic financial asset scenarios that enable optimal planning for today, tomorrow and the next 20+ years.
	Efficiently adopt new business strategies, industry requirements and materially improve cash and earnings.
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Executives can access the accurate and detailed asset financial information they need to monitor results, make strategic decisions, evaluate new strategies, and implement them efficiently in the way that will optimize financial and customer outcomes.
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Regulatory teams can streamline and automate regulatory processes and reporting to help strengthen their credibility with regulators, enabling easy evaluation and adoption of new strategies and requirements to drive optimal cost recovery.
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PowerPlan provides tax teams with the tools they need to eliminate manual processes, optimize tax strategies and minimize tax liabilities with confidence.
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Accounting teams can get the information they need to maximize cash flow and confidently support compliance, while achieving the scale and flexibility to adapt to new regulations and business objectives efficiently.
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With integrated asset cost data and automation tools across the budgeting, forecasting and planning time horizons, FP&A teams can seamlessly support corporate planning and scenario evaluation work; ultimately driving better, more predictable results.
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Operational teams are freed from onerous accounting, tax and regulatory requirements by letting PowerPlan apply optimal strategies to their native work information in a way that optimizes financial outcomes, providing rich cost data to optimize project work and execution.






					

				

			

		
		
			
				
					Did you know ...
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									2.5
									
									
										
										
										 Trillion
										
									
									
								

								Customer PPE in PowerPlan

								PowerPlan’s purpose-built solutions for asset intensive companies are designed to help our customers optimize financial decisions across the enterprise capital lifecycle.
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								Asset Intensive Customers 

								PowerPlan helps more than 200 companies find the clarity they need to be confident in their asset management decisions.
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								US Investor-owned Utilities use PowerPlan

								PowerPlan helps some of the most complex regulated companies meet mission-critical financial accounting requirements.
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Products deployable on-premise and in the cloud
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Rate Case Support





Planning & Budgeting





Enabling Technologies






Select a suite to learn more:Income & Property Tax
Project, Asset & Lease Accounting
Rate Case Support
Planning & Budgeting
Enabling Technologies

 



Income & Property Tax





Unleash the true potential of your tax experts.


In a constantly evolving tax regulatory environment, PowerPlan tax solutions provide your team the freedom to spend its time analyzing and optimizing your tax position by automating manual tasks, mitigating compliance risk, and supporting rigorous audit requests. Make your tax department a trusted strategic partner to the CFO by giving them the tools to positively impact cash flow and empower the organization to plan for the future in confidence.

Learn More
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Tax Fixed Assets & PowerTax
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Tax Provision 
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Tax Repairs
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Property Tax











Project, Asset & Lease Accounting





Better data, better credibility.


PowerPlan's project and asset accounting delivers the high-quality, granular data foundation needed by automatically applying sophisticated industry-specific accounting, tax, and regulatory compliance and optimization strategies to native project and work breakdown structure elements. As one clients says, "PowerPlan gives us more assets, better assets, faster assets."

Learn More
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Project & Fixed Asset Accounting
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Reimbursables & Refunds 
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Asset Retirement Obligation
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Depreciation Studies
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Lease Accounting



 







Rate Case Support





Better data, better recovery.


If you are rate-regulated, you know regulatory outcomes are key to the financial health of your organization. Regulatory automation and collaboration tools accelerate the filing process and thus cash-flow, while enhancing credibility and auditability. Automated data gathering and periodic reporting analyze the ideal timing to file, or monitor your earned vs. approved ROE results across customer classes to identify leakage and ensure optimal recovery.

Learn More
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Regulatory Reporting for Accounting
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Revenue Requirement Analysis
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Regulatory Monitoring Solution











Planning & Budgeting





Better data, better decisions.


Ensure your entire planning lifecycle is aligned with your organization's priority objectives, from the long-term asset investment plan, to the nearer term capital and departmental budget, all the way to the monthly forecast based on actuals to date. Lend greater confidence and accuracy to your financial, tax, and regulatory planning, with easy and efficient tools and built-in industry-specific calculations.

Learn More
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Asset Investment Planning
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Capital Budgeting & Forecasting
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Departmental Budgeting
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Project Cost Management











Enabling Technologies





Better data, better analysis.


Whether on-premise, in the cloud, or hybrid, PowerPlan provides a suite of tools to enable your enterprise data, analytics, and cloud strategies. PowerPlan Connect tools provide easy data access and analysis, integration and automation to drive efficiency, data quality, and value to your organization.

Learn More
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Adapters 
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Integration Hub 
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Data Hub 
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Workflow Process Automation
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Item One





Unleash the true potential of your tax experts.


In a constantly evolving tax regulatory environment, PowerPlan tax solutions provide your team the freedom to spend its time analyzing and optimizing your tax position by automating manual tasks, mitigating compliance risk, and supporting rigorous audit requests. Make your tax department a trusted strategic partner to the CFO by giving them the tools to positively impact cash flow and empower the organization to plan for the future in confidence.

Learn More
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TFA Tax Fixed Assets
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PowerTax PowerTax Description Text
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Tax Provision Tax Provision Description
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Property Tax Property Tax Description 











Project & Asset Accounting





Better data, better credibility


PowerPlan's project & asset accounting delivers the high-quality, granular data foundation needed by automatically applying sophisticated industry-specific accounting, tax, and regulatory compliance and optimization strategies to native project and work breakdown structure elements. As one clients says, "PowerPlan gives us more assets, better assets, faster assets."

Learn More
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PFAA Project & Fixed Asset Accounting
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Reimbursables
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ARO. Description Text
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Depreciation Studies Description Text
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Lease Accounting Description Text



 







Rate Case Support





Better data, better recovery.


If you are rate-regulated, you know regulatory outcomes are key to the financial health of your organization. Regulatory automation and collaboration tools accelerate the filing process and thus cash-flow, while enhancing credibility and auditability. Automated data gathering and periodic reporting analyze the ideal timing to file, or monitor your earned vs. approved ROE results across customer classes to identify leakage and ensure optimal recovery.

Learn More
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Regulatory Reporting for Accounting Description Text
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Revenue Requirement Analysis Description Text
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Regulatory Monitoring Solution Description



 



 



Planning & Budgeting





Better data, better decisions.


Ensure your entire planning lifecycle is aligned with your organization's priority objectives, from the long-term asset investment plan, to the nearer term capital and departmental budget, all the way to the monthly forecast based on actuals to date. Lend greater confidence and accuracy to your financial, tax, and regulatory planning, with easy and efficient tools and built-in industry-specific calculations.

Learn More
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Asset Investment Planning Description Text
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Capital Budgeting & Forecasting Description Text
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Departmental Budgeting Description
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Project Cost Management Description











Enabling Technologies





Better data, better analysis


Whether on-premise, in the cloud, or hybrid, PowerPlan provides a suite of tools to enable your enterprise data, analytics, and cloud strategies. PowerPlan Connect tools provide easy data access and analysis, integration and automation to drive efficiency, data quality, and value to your organization.

Learn More
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Adapters Description
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Integration Hub Description
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Data Hub Description Text
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WPA Workflow Process Automation













					

				

			

		
		
		  
			
			  Our team focuses on one thing. Your success.
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					Not the traditional customer support team


					We have a Customer Operations team, made up of highly experienced professionals who will work closely with your team to help you get the most from every solution.


					Learn More
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					Customized training and education


					We offer onsite, instructor-led virtual and self-directed online learning methods that cover a spectrum of topics on PowerPlan systems and financial operations within the industries we serve.


					Learn More
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					A professional community & advisory board


					Social Power, our online community, lets you connect with other users and the PowerPlan team to learn about our solutions, share information, find answers and more.


					Learn More
				  

				

				
				
				
				
			  

			

		  

		

	  
			
				
					
						
							
							  
								Trusted by industry leaders
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Interested in Learning More?

      Request a Demo

							  

							
							
							  
							

						

					
					
					
				

			

		
		
			
				
					
					What's New at PowerPlan

					
					
					More on LinkedIn
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